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Just now, Ye Chen untied the yin-yang magic circle, which happened to help Dongfang Shuo. 

 

Dongfang Shuo muttered something, and after a while of divination, he arranged the tortoise shell 

copper coins on the ground. 

 

There are ten copper coins in total, and all ten copper coins are reversed upwards. 

 

"Ah, ten deaths and no life! This is the ultimate fierce weather!" 

 

Dongfang Shuo yelled, his face turned pale in an instant. 

 

In divination, a narrow escape is the most serious omen, but a narrow escape is not the ultimate omen. 

 

The most terrifying omen is ten deaths without life, and no life can be seen. 

 

"Ten dead but no life?" 

 

Seeing the hexagram, Ye Chen's face trembled a bit, capturing the endless danger. 

 

"Ten deaths and no life, this is your fate!" 

 

"The destiny predestined by heaven!" 

 

Dongfang Shuo stared at Ye Chen with bright eyes. 



 

Ye Chen has great luck, so powerful and fierce that he can directly crush the Heavenly Killing Star, and is 

extremely invincible. Even if it is a near-death situation, Dongfang Shuo believes that he can reverse it. 

 

But the current hexagram is that there are ten deaths and no life. It is a situation of mortal death, which 

is too terrible. 

 

"Ten deaths without life, is it so dangerous?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned, a little in disbelief. 

 

Dongfang Shuo made a formula in his hands, and the secrets evolved, and pictures flashed in front of 

him. 

 

That was the picture of Ye Chen's future. 

 

Ye Chen looked carefully, and in the future picture, he saw terrible endings, all of which were the 

endings of his death. 

 

"Wait for the Great Dao battle to begin, Zhou Wuhuang from the Great Zhou Clan, the Xiongba Clan, the 

Li Chishi from the Ancient Star Gate, the Saintess Coral Palace Yu, the Cloud Tomb from the Nine 

Heavens Fulong Sect, the Qing Fuchen from the Tiandan Pagoda..." 

 

"And Nintendo." 

 

"There is also Huazu's new talented disciple, um, he is actually the reincarnation of Tiansu Xing, and he is 

also a formidable enemy." 

 

"So many people, united, killing you ten times is enough." 

 

Dongfang Shuo looked at the secret scenes, but couldn't find any possibility of Ye Chen surviving. 



 

If they were fighting alone, Wuwushikong's younger generation of geniuses would not be Ye Chen's 

opponent at all, and would be crushed by him. 

 

But if these geniuses were all united, it would be enough to form a terrifying alliance, which Ye Chen 

could not resist. 

 

At least, Dongfang Shuo didn't see Ye Chen's vitality, so it was a dead end. 

 

Ye Chen's face was also completely dignified, and he felt a deep sense of danger. 

 

Dongfang Shuo said in a deep voice, "For you, this grand battle is too dangerous." 

 

"If you don't want to die, stay with me and don't participate." 

 

"I have a chance, which is related to Emperor Hun. The fortune is huge, and it can be digested for you 

slowly, as long as you don't die." 

 

Ye Chen helped him solve the trouble of the yin and yang magic circle, and he was very grateful in his 

heart, he didn't want to see Ye Chen die. 

 

Moreover, in his hand, he holds a shocking opportunity, which is related to Emperor Huntian. 

 

Even Ye Qiu, his disciple Heavenly Killer, couldn't control this chance, only Ye Chen had the chance to 

digest it. 

 

"Senior, thank you very much." 

 

"But, my life is up to me!" 

 



"Even if it's dangerous to fight for the front, I have to go!" 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fists, his eyes flashed with fighting spirit and fighting spirit. 

 

Although the fate predestined by heaven wanted him to die, he did not give in. 

 

He believes that his own destiny is in his own hands, no matter what, he will break through this 

hexagram and win the Daozong Dao Competition! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's firm eyes, Dongfang Shuo was also shocked. After a long silence, he sighed and 

said: 

 

"Forget it, if you insist on going, I won't stop you." 

 

"If you can really break the hexagram and break the deadlock of fate, then at that time, you can come 

back to me, and I can still give you that great opportunity." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Senior, why don't you give it to me now." 

 

Dongfang Shuo waved his hand and said: "Hehe, my great opportunity is related to the Emperor Hun, it 

is very precious, if it is given to you, and you die in the Dao Sect Grand Competition, wouldn't it be a 

waste?" 

 

"Your fate is ten deaths and no life!" 

 

"If you can really break the shackles of fate, it won't be too late for me to give you the opportunity." 

 

Hearing this, Ye Chen was also helpless, shrugged and said, "Okay." 

 

"Then, senior, I take my leave." 



 

Dongfang Shuo nodded and said, "Well, you can go." 

 

He counted with his fingers: "The Li Chishi of the ancient star gate ambushed you outside and set up a 

bone-eroding formation of thousands of ants. Hehe, that is the formation left by the Poison Hand 

Medicine God. He wants you to die." 

 

"Leave along this ancient starry sky road to avoid contact with him." 

 

As he said that, Dongfang Shuo waved his hand, cutting the void, forming an ancient starry road, and 

wanted to send Ye Chen away. 

 

Ye Chen's heart moved slightly, and he really caught the murderous aura of Li Chishi and the shadow of 

Shenxue Yaoji. 

 

The Thousand Ant Bone Erosion Formation was not owned by Li Chishi, but was given to him by Shenxue 

Yaoji. It was originally the formation map of the Poisonous Hand Medicine God. 

 

"Hehe, senior, there's no need, a mere Thousand Ant Bone Erosion Formation can't kill me." 

 

Ye Chen smiled, not worried. 

 

Since Li Chishi was ambushing him, he might as well follow his plan and kill him directly. 

 

If Li Chishi can be dealt with here, it can also relieve some pressure for the upcoming Daozong Grand 

Competition. 

 

Dongfang Shuo was taken aback, and said, "That's the poison formation left by the poisonous hand and 

medicine god, aren't you afraid?" 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said, "It's okay, senior, don't worry, I'll take my leave first." 



 

After saying that, Ye Chen bid farewell to Dongfang Shuo, left this dark space, and walked outside. 

 

"Ye Qiu, follow the lord of reincarnation and be careful of his accident." 
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Dongfang Shuo shouted in a deep voice. 

 

The space was distorted, and the figure of the killer star Ye Qiu appeared. After hearing Dongfang Shuo's 

order, he immediately respectfully said: "Yes, master." 

 

He took two top masters and quietly followed Ye Chen for protection. 

 

Ye Chen knew that Ye Qiu was quietly protecting himself, and was grateful in his heart. 

 

He returned to the hall and bid farewell to Poison Gu Jia Luo: "Miss Jia Luo, I have to leave first." 

 

With a trace of reluctance in Poison Gu Jialuo's eyes, he said, "Well, Lord of Reincarnation, let's meet 

again at the Dao Sect Grand Competition." 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "Yes." 

 

He left Yaoling Mountain immediately, and several servants sent him out respectfully. 

 

Ye Chen left the Sea of Stars where Yaoling Mountain was located, and went to the void outside. 

 

Behind the seemingly peaceful void outside, there is a hint of murderous intent hidden. 



 

Ye Chen's eyes moved slightly, and he smelled a poisonous smell. 

 

"Tomb owner, be careful, you have already stepped into the range of the Thousand Ants Bone Erosion 

Formation, do you need my help?" 

 

"Hehe, my junior sister still cares about me, and she has preserved the array map I gave her back then." 

 

"Although the power of the formation has been greatly reduced due to the wear and tear of the years, it 

is still a huge threat to you. I will help you break the formation." 

 

In the cemetery of reincarnation, the God of Poisonous Hands and Medicine made a sound, already 

feeling the strange surroundings. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said: "No need, senior, I can break this poison formation!" 

 

hiss... 

 

In the dark void, there were bursts of small voices, and then the space distorted, and lines of poisonous 

formations appeared, forming a huge formation barrier, directly enveloping Ye Chen. 

 

Tens of thousands of black poisonous ants emerged from the formation barrier, rushing towards Ye 

Chen like a tide. 

 

Each of these poisonous ants is the size of a fist, with teeth like sharp knives, showing a cold glow, and a 

layer of faint blue color faintly glowing all over their bodies, which is extremely violent toxin energy. 

 

Countless poisonous ants appeared, rushing towards Ye Chen overwhelmingly, opening their 

mouthpieces to devour his flesh and blood, wisps of highly poisonous concentrated acid flowed out 

from the mouthparts of the poisonous ants, with a strong corrosive effect, The smell is extremely 

pungent. 

 



In an instant, Ye Chen was overwhelmed by thousands of poisonous ants. 

 

Even a cultivator at the peak of the Divine Dao Realm, under the cover of this bone-eroding formation of 

thousands of ants, may only end up turning into pus. 

 

"Hahaha, boy, did you die like this?" 

 

"The formation left by the Poisonous Hand and Medicine God is really powerful, hahaha..." 

 

There was a burst of laughter. 

 

The space was distorted, and I saw Li Chishi emerging from the darkness with many experts from the 

ancient star gate. Seeing that Ye Chen had been overwhelmed by countless poisonous ants, everyone 

showed a look of surprise. 

 

However, their expressions of surprise didn't last long, and their expressions froze. 

 

Because they saw that many poisonous ants that submerged Ye Chen fell from Ye Chen one by one and 

turned into fly ash. 

 

Ye Chen's figure reappeared from under the cover of countless poisonous ants. 

 

I saw his body glowing with a layer of pure devilish energy. 

 

Looking carefully, the devilish energy is actually not the breath of the devil's way, but strands of highly 

poisonous breath gathered together. 

 

In terms of high toxicity, those countless poisonous ants are not as good as Ye Chen alone. 

 

Ye Chen seemed to be the incarnation of poison, the poisonous gas emanating from him made Li Chishi 

and others feel palpitations. 



 

Everyone was dumbfounded, and Li Chishi said in a daze, "This...what's going on?" 

 

With a sharp smile on the corner of Ye Chen's mouth, he said: "Your poison formation, the poison gas is 

considered pure, just enough for me to absorb." 

 

An astonishing scene appeared, and Ye Chen's body seemed to have turned into a terrifying black hole 

vortex, constantly absorbing the surrounding poisonous gas. 

 

Those countless poisonous ants, the highly poisonous aura contained in their bodies were all absorbed 

by Ye Chen and squeezed dry. 

 

Pieces of poisonous ants clattered into dust, fell and collapsed. 

 

Ye Chen absorbed a large amount of poisonous gas, all of which were converted into pure energy, and 

gathered into the demon seeds in Dantian. 

 

He practiced the magic formula of dao heart planting, and the demon seeds raised in his dantian were 

already quite hot, and the general poisons would not harm him at all, but would instead become his 

nutrients. 

 

This is where his confidence lies. 

 

Even in the face of the Thousand Ant Bone Erosion Formation, Ye Chen would not have the slightest 

fear, because this formation could not harm him, but would be absorbed by him instead. 

 

"This is impossible!" 

 

Li Chishi was stunned, and saw the entire Thousand Ant Bone Erosion Formation, the poisonous gas had 

been completely absorbed by Ye Chen, and all the poisonous ants died, one line of formation collapsed, 

and finally the entire formation collapsed and dispersed. 

 



"Shenxue Yaoji, come out quickly! Come out and kill this kid!" 

 

"This kid is a monster!" 

 

Li Chishi yelled in horror, the poisonous gas of the bone-eating formation of thousands of ants, even he, 

the reincarnation of the earth mad star, the existence of the pinnacle of the divine way, did not dare to 

touch it. 

 

But Ye Chen absorbed it directly. 

 

This scene was really too terrifying, it completely broke Li Chishi's fighting spirit. 

 

In his eyes, Ye Chen was simply an evildoer and a devil. He didn't dare to fight anymore, so he had to call 

Shenxue Yaoji to come. 

 

However, his cry received no response. 

 

The surrounding space was calm, and there was no sign of Shenxue Yaoji. 

 

Ye Chen could feel that Shenxue Yaoji was hiding nearby, but she seemed to have some scruples and 

didn't show up. 

 

He felt that everything was right, Shenxue Yaoji was indeed hiding. 

 

She hid in a void, and when she saw Ye Chen break through the Thousand Ants Bone Erosion Formation, 

and even absorb it directly, she immediately showed a very surprised expression on her face. 

 

"It's the magic formula of the Dao heart, how could he do it?" 
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"Could it be that he got that person's inheritance?" 

 

Shenxue Yaoji muttered to herself, wanting to rush out to question, but in the end she held back and 

didn't show up. 

 

"Go, go!" 

 

Seeing that Shenxue Yaoji didn't show up, Li Chishi felt deep fear in his heart, yelled, and fled quickly 

with his men. 

 

"Want to go?" 

 

"Dao Heart Demon Seed, penetrate it for me!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold, how could he let Li Chishi leave. 

 

He opened his mouth, and a pitch-black seed flew out from his dantian. 

 

That is the demon seed that has gathered countless highly poisonous auras. 

 

laugh! 

 

Under the infusion of Ye Chen's aura, this demon seed, like a meteor penetrating the world, cut through 

the void in an instant at a terrifying speed, and hit Li Chishi's head with a bang. 

 

Li Chishi's eyes widened. He is the reincarnation of the earth mad star, with strong physical strength. 

Even if his head is cut off, he can be resurrected. 

 



However, Ye Chen's Dao Heart Demon Seed has a very terrifying and highly poisonous aura. 

 

The dense and highly poisonous source, like mud that has rotted for thousands of years, invaded Li 

Chishi's head, and then quickly spread throughout his body. 

 

puff! 

 

Li Chishi's head was completely corroded and dissolved by the violent poison on the spot, turning into 

countless dirty blood, flowing down. 

 

His body, his skin, muscles, and bones quickly rotted and collapsed at a speed visible to the naked eye, 

whistling and smoking. 

 

In just a few breaths, the Li Chishi, who was still alive and well just now, completely melted his flesh and 

bones, turning into a puddle of foul-smelling corpse water, suspended in the void. 

 

All the timelines on his body were completely destroyed, and there was no possibility of resurrection. 

 

Seeing this scene, all the powerhouses of the Ancient Star Gate were stunned and horrified. 

 

You know, Li Chishi is the reincarnation of the earth mad star, and is the fifth existence in the Shinto list, 

but he was poisoned by Ye Chen in the blink of an eye. 

 

Screams came from the throats of many ancient star gate powerhouses. They fled in panic, not daring to 

face Ye Chen at all, fearing that they would be poisoned to death. 

 

Among the strong men of the ancient star gate, there actually existed Tianyuan Realm, but seeing Ye 

Chen's method of killing Li Chishi with poison, everyone panicked. Wherever they dared to face Ye Chen, 

they just ran away. 

 

"Tomb owner, you are really fierce!" 

 



"It seems that I have underestimated you. Your Dao Heart Demon Seed has enough background, and 

you can practice my poison technique." 

 

In the cemetery of reincarnation, the Poison Hand Medicine God was amazed. 

 

He originally planned to teach Ye Chen the real poison technique after he became a god, so as not to 

suffer backlash. 

 

But now it seems that Ye Chen's background is too deep, even if he only has the Ninth Heaven of Infinite 

Realm, it is enough to practice his poisonous supernatural powers. 

 

Ye Chen smiled slightly, took back the Dao Heart Demon Seed, and dealt with a Li Chishi, then at least he 

would be less stressed in the Dao Sect Grand Competition in the future. 

 

Rumble! 

 

But at this time, above the void, the ancient black iron light burst out, and a huge list stone tablet 

appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

That is the ranking list of the Shinto list! 

 

On the Shinto list, ranked first is still Zhou Wuhuang. 

 

Qing Sugiyan ranked second, Ye Fengxing third. 

 

The fourth place is a person named "Dai Xu", who is actually the reincarnation of Tiansu star among the 

nine Tiangang stars. 

 

Li Chishi, who had turned into corpse water, was ranked fifth. 

 

And Ye Chen ranked tenth. 



 

On the list, Li Chishi's name completely dimmed and lost all its light. 

 

The name of Ye Fengxing, who was killed by Ye Chen before, has already faded. 

 

But the strange thing is that Ye Chen's ranking is still at the bottom, and he hasn't improved or replaced 

them. 

 

"Is this the Shinto list?" 

 

"Why is my name still at the bottom?" 

 

Ye Chen frowned. Logically speaking, since he killed Li Chishi, he should be able to replace him and 

occupy the opponent's seat. 

 

But now, the other party's name is only dimmed, and has not been replaced. 

 

His name is still on the last seat. 

 

"Master of the tomb, it seems that your future destiny is indeed ten deaths and no life." 

 

"The laws of heaven and earth also think that you are dying, so they don't give you the blessing of the 

Shinto list." 

 

Poisonous Hand Medicine God said solemnly. 

 

The Shinto Ranking is the list of heaven and earth's good fortune, and those who can make the list are 

existences recognized by heaven and earth. 

 



But Ye Chen's strength is clearly crushing the invincible in the Divine Dao Realm, and he is still ranked at 

the bottom, which shows that he has been abandoned by heaven and earth. 

 

The fortune of heaven and earth, and the fate of the future, doomed him to be a dead man. 

 

"Really? Is it true that the world wants me to die?" 

 

Ye Chen grinned, but not reconciled, he clenched his fist and said: 

 

"My life is up to me, I don't believe it, I will really die on the Dao Zhengfeng!" 

 

The God of Poisonous Hand Medicine sighed: "Master of the Tomb, you can try to cultivate this 

technique of mine to improve your strength and strive to survive the Taoist Grand Competition." 

 

He sacrificed a piece of jade slip and handed it to Ye Chen. 

 

On the jade slips, engraved with the words "Congenital Poisonous Dragon Qi". 

 

This is the Poison Art created by the God of Poisonous Hands and Medicine. It can gather poisonous gas 

and evolve into a dark poisonous dragon. The lethality is very terrifying. 

 

"Thank you." 

 

Ye Chen accepted the jade slip, but now is not the time to practice. 

 

The current situation is getting more and more complicated, and he still has a lot to do. 

 

Han Yan's hexagram has been figured out, Dongfang Shuo assured that there is no danger, and even Han 

Yan will get a big chance. 

 



Ye Chen sent a flying sword letter to the world of Tiandao, and explained the reason to Emperor 

Daotian, telling him not to worry too much. 

 

"I don't know what happened to Huang Lao?" 
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Ye Chen thought of Huang Lao, who went to see the Lord of Judgment instead of him, but he didn't 

know what the result would be. 

 

He immediately took the Titan Godship and sailed towards the Excalibur Empire. 

 

Halfway through the drive, Ye Chen received a thought from Huang Lao: 

 

"Boy, I'm back, come here." 

 

After being passed on by Huang Lao, Ye Chen was pleasantly surprised. From this point of view, Huang 

Lao should be fine. 

 

He speeded up, drove the Titan Godship, and quickly returned to the Excalibur Empire. 

 

Driving into the territory of the Excalibur Empire, Ye Chen subconsciously looked towards the center of 

the empire, the direction of the ancient sword barren mound. 

 

The ancient sword desolate tomb is the territory of Jianzi Xianchen, and it is also the place where the 

goddess is located. 

 

Ye Chen vaguely felt that the breath of the goddess was very weak, as if she was about to die. 

 



"Could it be that Jianzi Xianchen is so fast, is she going to temper the sword with her?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart trembled secretly. 

 

"Hahaha, kid, you're back." 

 

At this time, a loud laughter brought Ye Chen back to his thoughts. 

 

I saw Huang Lao came to greet Ye Chen in person with a few servants. 

 

Ye Chen said happily: "Old Huang, you went to see the Lord of Judgment, did nothing happen?" 

 

Old Huang laughed loudly and said, "No, I was worrying too much." 

 

"A mere origin vein is not qualified to alarm the Lord of Judgment." 

 

"She actually wants to meet you and have an in-depth chat with you about the ultimate order." 

 

"A source vein, you can swallow it if you swallow it, it's no big deal, I'll go to the 'Tianbao Hall' later, and 

help you pay some source jade, that's all." 

 

Hearing this, Ye Chen also breathed a sigh of relief, and said, "That's good, I thought the Lord of 

Judgment was going to make a big move." 

 

Huang Lao waved his hand and said: "No, no, we misunderstood her, hehe, she even gave you a gift." 

 

With that said, Huang Lao took out a pair of scrolls and handed them to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen said: "What is this?" 



 

Huang Lao said: "It's the secret method of the first three levels of the Dao Zong's military casting 

technique. She said that you are the master of reincarnation and a special existence. You can practice all 

the secret methods of the ninth level of the Tao Zong's military casting technique." 

 

"However, considering that your cultivation is only at the Immeasurable Realm, she only gave you the 

secrets of the first three levels, for fear that you won't be able to bear the murderous aura behind." 

 

Ye Chen unfolded the scroll and saw that on the scroll, it really recorded the secret method of the first 

three layers of the Dao Zong's military casting technique. He was overjoyed and said, "The Lord of 

Judgment is really kind to me." 

 

His identity is just a registered disciple of Daozong, and he was not qualified to practice Daozong's 

military casting technique, but the Lord of Judgment made an exception and bestowed the secret 

technique on him. 

 

Huang Lao said: "You are the master of reincarnation, the order of reincarnation is related to the 

ultimate, of course she cares." 

 

"Hey, it's just that the Lord of Judgment probably hasn't thought about it yet. I have already conceived 

the ultimate and perfect order. Your reincarnation heaven is meaningless." 

 

Ye Chen smiled wryly, he really wanted to know what the perfect order that Huang Lao said was exactly. 

 

If even the kingdom of reincarnation has no meaning in front of that perfect order, that would be really 

unbelievable. 

 

Elder Huang sized Ye Chen up, then frowned again and said: 

 

"Wait, why is there a layer of death hanging over your head? This is a bad omen!" 

 

He counted with his fingers, and then exclaimed "Ah", and said, "Ten deaths and no life? How did your 

fate fall to such a point?" 



 

"When the battle for the Great Dao begins, those geniuses are actually going to unite and kill you?" 

 

The old man had a vague glimpse of the future, Ye Chen's ending is to be dismembered by many 

geniuses! 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fists and said with a smile, "Who can decide whether life or death will be 

successful until the last moment?" 

 

Seeing Ye Chen's free and confident appearance, Huang Lao was also a little moved. 

 

He pondered for a while, then said, "Take out the Heavenly Sword of Reincarnation." 

 

Ye Chen said: "What?" Immediately he sacrificed the Samsara Heavenly Sword. 

 

Huang Lao nodded and said: "Well, your current fate is too dangerous. When the Taoist Grand 

Competition starts, you will definitely be targeted." 

 

"I received news that Huazu has taken in a new disciple named Dai Xu, who is the fourth person in the 

Shinto list and the reincarnation of Tiansuxing." 

 

"This person's movement speed is extremely fast, as straight as a ghost, he is a huge threat to you." 

 

"Also, Tiannv, Zhou Wuhuang, and Yun Cangzhong, the disciple of Nine Disaster Canglong, are all top-

level talents, and none of them are easy to mess with." 

 

"You kid, why did you offend so many people?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "If you offend, you will offend. This Dao Sect Grand Competition is an 

excellent opportunity." 

 



"Either they kill me, or I kill them all, nothing." 

 

Huang Lao said: "There are so many geniuses, how can you resist?" 

 

"Now you, you should find a way to survive first." 

 

"You rest for one night, and tomorrow I will take you to see Jianzi Xianchen, and let him help you refine 

the Samsara Heavenly Sword and increase the power of your weapon." 

 

Jianzi Xianchen is proficient in Taoist sect's military casting technique, and his cultivation attainments 

have even surpassed the limit of the ninth floor, reaching the level of super-grade. He is the strongest 

swordsmith in the world, and the only existence qualified to forge super-grade heavenly swords. 

 

If it is purely about casting swords, even the Supreme Apocalypse is no match for the sword son 

Xianchen. 

 

Jianzi Xianchen has only forged swords in his life, never forging other weapons. 

 

Thousands of sword weapons in the ancient sword barren tomb were all forged by him. 

 

Now, Huang Lao wants to ask Jianzi Xianchen to help Ye Chen temper the sword and increase the power 

of the Samsara Heavenly Sword. 

 

In this way, when the Daozong Grand Competition begins, Ye Chen will have a magical weapon, at least 

he has a chance to survive. 

 

As long as he can survive, with Ye Chen's great luck, he may fight back at any time. 

 

Ye Chen said strangely: "How could Jianzi Xianchen temper the sword for me?" 

 

Earlier, he had offended Jianzi Xianchen by fighting with the goddess in the Youshen Devil's Cave. 



 

As for Tiannu, Jianzi Xianchen gave high hopes to him, and he wanted Tiannu to participate in the Dao 

Sect Grand Competition and compete for the champion's reward, Tiandi Shenyuan. 

 

Ye Chen and Tiannv are enemies in the upcoming Dao Sect Grand Competition, so how could Jianzi 

Xianchen help him? 

 

Huang Lao smiled, took the reincarnation sword in Ye Chen's hand, flicked it lightly, seemed to feel the 

mystery in it, narrowed his eyes slightly, and said: 

 

"You don't understand this. Jianzi Xianchen is fond of making swords. This reincarnation sword is so 

ingenious. After he sees it, he must be delighted to see the hunter, and his hands are itchy. As long as 

we open our mouths, he will not be able to hold it back." , don’t want any reward, just help us sharpen 

our swords.” 

 

Ye Chen was surprised: "Is there such a good thing?" 

 

Huang Lao handed the sword back to Ye Chen, and said: "You rest for a night first, and I will take you to 

the ancient sword Huang Tomb tomorrow morning." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Okay!" 

 

... 

 

That night, Ye Chen rested in the imperial palace, the capital of the Excalibur Empire. 

 

Now that the cause and effect of Youshen Devil's Nest has been resolved, Ye Chen didn't hesitate 

anymore, and directly devoured half of the source vein left by the little forbidden demon. 
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The half of the source vein, the abundant Nine Heavens Breathing Soil Crystal Essence, was swallowed 

up and refined by Ye Chen. 

 

The majestic energy breath melted in Ye Chen's body, and his source body of reincarnation, the rock 

totem, also became more radiant and shining, and his own cultivation was about to break through. 

 

When Ye Chen practiced the third level of the Daoist Art of Casting Armies, as well as the mysteries of 

the innate poisonous dragon energy, with the addition of many insights, his cultivation realm will finally 

be a natural breakthrough. 

 

From the elementary level of the immeasurable realm of nine layers of heaven, he broke through to the 

middle level. 

 

"Very good, very good, another small breakthrough in cultivation base, if the reincarnation sword can 

also be tempered and improved, then the odds of winning the Dao Dao will be increased by a bit." 

 

"I don't believe it, I will die there." 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fists, feeling the surging power in his body, full of confidence. 

 

He always believed, "My fate is up to me, not God", and the sky destined him to die, so he would 

reverse everything! 

 

After a night of rest, Ye Chen woke up early the next morning. 

 

He pushed open the door of the bedroom, breathed the fresh air outside, looked at the blue sky, but 

suddenly felt an unusual energy fluctuation coming from the distant sky. 

 

That wave of fluctuations first rumbled like an earthquake and torrent, and then turned into a tsunami 

that poured into the sky, and the majestic spiritual energy roared, sweeping the wind and clouds. 

 



Throughout the Excalibur Empire, mountains and rivers trembled thousands of miles away, trees shook, 

birds and animals were frightened, and dust rose everywhere. 

 

The people of the empire woke up from their sleep in the early morning and saw an incomparably 

magnificent and spectacular scene in the distance. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. He saw on the side of the ancient sword desolate mound, there was a radiant 

light, bursting out with thousands of crystals, rising into the sky, straight as a divine pillar, intertwined 

with galaxy runes, countless suns, moons and stars were born, surrounding the Looking at this straight 

beam of light, it slowly rotates. 

 

"That is……" 

 

Ye Chen saw a giant sword gradually manifested in the beam of light. 

 

That giant sword, I do not know how many tens of thousands of feet long, stands up to the sky, towering 

like the divine weapon of the gods in the sky, with a violent and fierce sword energy, it is about to cut 

across the whole world. 

 

Layers of causal laws, rune restrictions, and the chain of laws bound the giant sword, preventing the 

sharp edge of the giant sword from breaking out. 

 

Otherwise, the entire Excalibur Empire may be wiped out, and no living beings will survive. 

 

"That sword, is it the super-grade heavenly sword that Jianzi Xianchen wants to forge?" 

 

Ye Chen stared at the giant sword, his breath was suffocating. 

 

Such a sharp and earth-shattering sword is definitely a super-grade existence, surpassing all weapons in 

the world. 

 



Such a divine sword, once forged successfully, will definitely surpass the heavens in terms of lethality, 

enough to surpass the sharpness of the ancient sword of Heavenly Sin. 

 

That super-grade heavenly sword has almost been forged successfully, only the last step: 

 

Temper the sword! 

 

This sword has not been tempered yet, and there is still a lot of ferocious killing and hostility on the 

sword. 

 

The existence of that hostility made this sword impossible for anyone to wield. 

 

Only after tempering the sword, smoothing the hostility, and establishing a stable order on the sword 

body, can it be possible to control it. 

 

When Ye Chen saw the super-grade Heavenly Sword appearing, he thought to himself: "Could it be that 

Jianzi Xianchen is going to do it today, throw the goddess into the oven, and start tempering the 

sword?" 

 

In the Excalibur Empire, many people woke up, looked at the majestic giant sword in the distance, 

whispered and pointed, everyone was in panic, unable to spy on the intention of Jianzi Xianchen. 

 

Once this sword fails to temper, just a little bit of sword energy can crush the entire empire. 

 

"Ahhh!" 

 

Suddenly, an incomparably sharp and incomparably stern scream came from the direction of the ancient 

sword desolate mound. 

 

When Ye Chen heard it, his hair stood on end. 

 



That was the scream of the goddess! 

 

That scream was so shrill and piercing that it almost tore the soul of a person. 

 

Anyone who heard this voice could feel the pain, despair, and fear of the screaming person. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned. In his impression, Tiannv was a very stubborn person. 

 

But now, the always stubborn celestial girl let out an extremely ear-piercing scream. 

 

From her cry, Ye Chen could feel her intense pain, deep-seated fear, boundless despair, and...anger. 

 

Ye Chen originally hated Tiannv quite a lot, but after hearing the scream, he was actually moved with a 

little compassion, and the previous hatred also disintegrated a lot. 

 

Because, this scream is too miserable, it is frightening and moving. 

 

It is conceivable that today's goddess must be enduring indescribable cruel torture. 

 

"No!" 

 

"I can't die!" 

 

"Give me back my memory!" 

 

The shrill and angry cry of the goddess came from the ancient sword barren mound in the distance. 

 

Ye Chen could even imagine that the delicate body of the celestial girl was constantly tossing and 

struggling in an oven filled with billowing magma, and was finally completely swallowed by the magma. 



 

This miserable scream lasted for an unknown amount of time before it gradually subsided. 

 

The majestic giant sword piercing the sky gradually disappeared in the void like a dream bubble, as if it 

had never appeared before. 

 

Ye Chen came back to his senses, his back was already drenched with sweat, and the sun had moved to 

the mid-heaven without knowing when, so it turned out that the whole morning had passed and it was 

already noon. 

 

"Has the tempering sword failed?" 

 

Ye Chen's heart sank. If Jianzi Xianchen succeeds in quenching the sword, and the super-grade Heavenly 

Sword is born, it should be a shocking scene. 

 

But right now, there aren't any meteorological outbreaks. 
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Neither is the weather of failure. 

 

Ye Chen didn't know whether the super-grade Heavenly Sword was tempered successfully or failed. 

 

He also couldn't capture the breath of the goddess, and he didn't know if he was dead or alive. 

 

At this moment, Huang Lao came over with a serious face, and said: "The goddess of the past is dead, 

and her memory has been refined, you are in trouble." 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, and quickly asked: "Old Huang, what's going on?" 



 

With his hands behind his back, Mr. Huang looked towards the direction of the ancient sword Huang 

Tomb, his eyes were deeply heavy, and said: 

 

"To be precise, it was Jianzi Xianchen who used the divine sword to bake the furnace, fused with the 

sword energy of the super-grade heavenly sword, cut off the past karma of the goddess, and refined all 

the grievances and hatreds in her memory." 

 

"A celestial girl is equivalent to being reborn, Nirvana from the ashes, her Taoist heart has become purer 

than crystal, and there is no longer any distracting thoughts of kindness or hatred." 

 

"Her memory is still there, there is no loss, but all the grievances and hatreds in the past have been cut 

off and melted, and she seems to see through the world of mortals, with an unimaginable purity of 

Taoism." 

 

"The divine art she has mastered, the power of the dream will become extremely terrifying." 

 

"If you want to compete with her, it will be difficult." 

 

"Jianzi Xianchen's move, I really didn't expect him to trust Tiannv so much, and think she can withstand 

such a terrible temper?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned for a moment, Huang Lao's words completely exceeded his expectations. 

 

"If we fight alone, who is stronger, me or Tiannv?" Ye Chen asked. 

 

Huang Lao thought for a while, and said: "You should be stronger, but you can no longer easily crush 

her. If she joins forces with other geniuses, you will be alone, and it will be difficult for you to fight 

against." 

 

Ye Chen's face darkened, and he said, "Then shall we go see Jianzi Xianchen?" 

 



Huang Lao said: "Of course, when he is in a good mood, go meet him and ask him to temper your sword 

for you. I think the oven for the divine sword has not been extinguished, and now is the right time to 

temper the sword. Let's go!" 

 

After finishing speaking, Huang Lao sacrificed the Jiuqu Dongxiao, and when he pinched the spirit 

formula, the Jiuqu Dongxiao became bigger, glowing with green light, hanging in the air like a flying 

sword. 

 

He took Ye Chen and flew to the ancient sword desolate mound with the Jiuqu Dongxiao. 

 

The Ancient Sword Desolate Tomb is a very desolate place, with dilapidated and ancient swords stuck in 

it, filled with a gloomy and cold atmosphere, not even the sunlight can come in. 

 

It was dead silent and sparsely populated. Ye Chen looked down and saw only some sword slaves in 

charge of raising swords. 

 

But the years that the ancient sword desolate mound has gone through are too vicissitudes. Even if 

there is maintenance and even feeding with the blood of slaves, the many swords will irreversibly 

become ancient and dilapidated, and it is desolate. 

 

Huanglao brought Ye Chen down from the sky and came to a huge stone house in the ancient Jianhuang 

Tomb. 

 

The door of the stone house was closed, and there were many minerals and uncast swords piled up in 

front of the house. 

 

On the left hand side, there is a garden, which grows fruits and vegetables, and also raises some spiritual 

beasts and livestock. 

 

This is the only living place in the entire Ancient Sword Desolate Tomb. 

 

I saw a young girl, wearing a snow-colored dress, bending over to pick vegetables in the garden. 

 



She has a delicate figure, soft body, skin like snow, blue hair like a waterfall, bright eyes and white teeth, 

she is very beautiful and charming, she is actually Ren Tiannv. 

 

Ye Chen was taken aback when he saw Tiannv. 

 

Today's goddess is younger than before, like a green girl of fourteen or fifteen years old, the arrogance, 

stubbornness, and fighting spirit of the past are no longer visible in her, her eyes are clear and soft. 

 

Ye Chen was greatly shocked. Not long ago he heard the celestial girl's screams, and thought she was 

going to die. How could he think that the celestial girl is picking vegetables in the garden with a peaceful 

appearance. 

 

"Hey, who are you?" 

 

"Want to find my master?" 

 

The celestial girl straightened her waist, stroked the hair that fell on her forehead with her slender 

hands, and looked at Ye Chen and Huang Lao with a smile. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, and said, "Goddess, don't you remember me?" 

 

The heavenly girl looked Ye Chen up and down, yelled "Yeah", then showed a gentle smile, and said: 

 

"I remember, your name is Ye Chen, isn't it?" 

 

"You are the Lord of Reincarnation, well, we once had a relationship, and you even kissed me..." 

 

"Well... Later, we became enemies again. It was my fault. I always wanted to dominate and respect, and 

I didn't hesitate to cut off all my emotions. Alas, there are many mistakes in the past, and I strive for 

fame and fortune." 

 



"However, these things are all over. Now I wholeheartedly take refuge in the Dao of Heaven, and I just 

wait for Master to sharpen the sword and help me ascend to heaven and be liberated from the sea of 

suffering without time and space." 

 

When Ye Chen heard what Tiannv said, his heart throbbed inexplicably, and he said, "Tiannv, you are 

crazy." 

 

"You...you're not a Nintendo girl." 

 

The celestial girl was as gentle and gentle as the girl next door, and said, "Of course I am a celestial girl, 

so why not?" 

 

Kalong Long. 

 

At this moment, the door of the stone house opened, and an old man with white beard and hair in a 

sword robe came out and said: 

 

"I cut off the celestial girl's past and let her escape from the endless sea of grievances and hatred." 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, from now on, the goddess will no longer hate you, aren't you satisfied?" 

 

The old man is none other than Jianzi Xianchen. 

 

Huang Lao arched his hands, with a complicated expression on his face, he saluted and said: "Sword Zuo 

Shi, please come here without any harm." 

 

Ye Chen's thoughts were very complicated and he was speechless. 

 

Today's celestial maiden has cut her past, and the grievances between the two have been resolved in 

this way? 

 



Tiannv looked at Jianzi Xianchen and said with a smile: "Master, I am only at the beginning of liberation. 

If I want to achieve real liberation, I still have to rely on your help." 
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Jianzi Xianchen said: "Well, when you win the Dao Dao Champion and refine the Heavenly Emperor 

Shenyuan, it should be almost there." 

 

"At that time, I will open the furnace and temper the sword, and help you ascend to heaven and return 

to Taoism, and be completely liberated." 

 

The heavenly girl said happily, "Yes, thank you, Master." 

 

Ye Chen's mood was very complicated. Looking at the appearance of the goddess, she really wanted to 

die in order to escape. 

 

Such a single-minded desire to die, without resistance, the success rate of Jianzi Xianchen's tempering 

sword can also be greatly improved. 

 

Ye Chen felt inexplicably horrified. Jianzi Xianchen spent all his means to cut off the past for the goddess, 

but he just wanted her to die willingly, so that he could temper the sword smoothly. 

 

"Goddess girl, you continue to take care of the vegetable garden." 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, Huang Zizai, you come in." 

 

Jianzi Xianchen waved to Ye Chen and Huang Lao, turned around and entered the stone house. 

 

The goddess said: "Yes, Master." She continued to take care of the vegetable garden, she looked 

obedient and obedient, how could she still have the arrogance and stubbornness of the past? 



 

Ye Chen felt inexplicably sad, and entered the stone house with Huang Lao. 

 

In the hall of the stone house, the layout is simple, with only a table and a few stone benches, and some 

sword casting materials and firewood are piled up by the wall. 

 

If you don't know, you may think that this place is the residence of ordinary blacksmiths, but who would 

have thought that it is actually the place of the famous Sword Master Xianchen. 

 

"sit." 

 

Jianzi Xianchen made an inviting gesture, asked Ye Chen and Huang Lao to sit down, and poured them a 

cup of turbid tea. 

 

Ye Chen held the teacup in his hand, his mind full of thoughts. 

 

Jianzi Xianchen said: "Lord of Reincarnation, don't you hate Tiannv very much? She will be thrown into 

the furnace by me soon, aren't you happy?" 

 

"Don't forget, but you sent someone to bring her over." 

 

Ye Chen was silent, speechless, after a long silence, he said: 

 

"I used to miss her dead, but now..." 

 

Today's goddess seems to have forgotten her past, letting go of all the grievances and hatreds in the 

past. When Ye Chen thought of her clear and gentle eyes just now, his mood was very complicated. 

 

Jianzi Xianchen chuckled, and said, "Lord of reincarnation, the shackles of your heart have already been 

cut off. Could it be that after stepping into the infinite time and space, evil obstacles have grown again?" 

 



Ye Chen's heart trembled, and the hand holding the teacup tightened. 

 

Huang Lao said: "Boy, don't worry about the goddess, the most important thing now is to prepare for 

the big battle, you must win the championship!" 

 

After listening to Huang Lao's words, Ye Chen calmed down and said, "Yes." 

 

Jianzi Xianchen smiled and said: "Huang Zizai, this champion is mine. I have to let the goddess get the 

source of the emperor, otherwise her body essence is not enough, and I may fail to temper the sword." 

 

"This, I hope you understand, don't try to rob me." 

 

"Master of Reincarnation, as long as you don't compete for the championship, I can help you win the 

second place, and the reward will be very generous." 

 

"If you want to fight for the first place, you will really die!" 

 

In the end, Jianzi Xianchen also had a strong sense of austerity in his eyes. Obviously, he also saw that Ye 

Chen's future fate was very dangerous. If he wanted to compete for the championship, he would die 

without life. 

 

Huang Zizai laughed, and said: "Coincidentally, Jian Zuo Shi, we also want to win the championship, what 

should we do?" 

 

Jianzi Xianchen said with a smile: "In that case, there is nothing I can do. I have already helped Tiannv 

cut off her past, her Taoist heart is no longer dusty, and her strength has improved by leaps and bounds. 

Although she is still a little bit worse than the Lord of Reincarnation." 

 

"However, as long as she casually combines a few geniuses to suppress reincarnation, it will be easy." 

 

If he fights alone, Ye Chen is already an invincible existence in the Divine Dao Realm, crushing 

everything. 



 

Even if Tiannv's strength advances by leaps and bounds, she is not Ye Chen's opponent, after all, Ye Chen 

is too evil. 

 

However, there are many geniuses and strong men in Dao Dao Zheng Feng, and most of them are Ye 

Chen's enemies. 

 

As long as the goddess unites with others, she can suppress Ye Chen in turn. 

 

Huang Lao said: "Yes, this kid Ye Chen has too many enemies, it's really difficult to deal with." 

 

"Jian Zuo Shi, I came here today just to let you make a move and help him refine his weapons, so that he 

can increase his strength, so that he won't be killed so easily." 

 

After finishing speaking, Huang Lao gave Ye Chen a look. 

 

Ye Chen then took out the Samsara Heavenly Sword and placed it on the table. Without speaking, he 

silently looked at the sword, Xianchen. 

 

Jianzi Xianchen's expression froze at this moment. 

 

He looked at the Samsara Heavenly Sword, as if seeing a beautiful work of art, his eyes were full of 

brilliance. 

 

"This is... the Heavenly Sword of Reincarnation." 

 

"Ah, it actually has the bone of the Emperor of Reincarnation. This casting technique is really 

wonderful!" 

 

Jianzi Xianchen's old palm trembled violently, he gently picked up the Samsara Heavenly Sword, and 

stroked the blade, his movements were as gentle as a young man touching his lover's skin for the first 

time. 



 

Ye Chen's Heavenly Sword of Reincarnation was originally forged by Xiao Xinghe, the ancestor of the 

sword god, and later tempered by the Supreme Apocalypse, and was promoted to Wuwu Divine 

Weapon. 

 

For a long time, this sword has been with Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's energy and spirit have been completely integrated with Tianjian. 

 

Therefore, today's Samsara Heavenly Sword is full of spirituality and contains the law of order of 

reincarnation. Even if this sword is thrown into the darkest abyss of endless time and space, under the 

protection of the order of reincarnation, it is enough to guarantee immortality. 

 

This is the power of the way of reincarnation, and it is also one of the key reasons why the reincarnation 

sky sword is different from other swords. 

 

"Apocalypse has tempered this sword, hasn't it?" 

 

Jianzi Xianchen's eyes were like lightning, he looked directly at Ye Chen and asked. 

 

Ye Chen nodded. 

 

The Apocalypse Star mentioned by Jianzi Xianchen is naturally the Supreme Apocalypse. 
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The old man laughed loudly, and said: "Zuo Jian, although talking about the practice of refining 

weapons, the supreme apocalypse is proud of the infinite time and space. 
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Ye Chen was afraid that after falling into Skyscanner Island, he would never be able to get out again. 

 

Huang Lao raised his eyebrows and said, "Why, are you afraid?" 

 

Ye Chen didn't have the slightest fear in his eyes, and said, "Then how can I find that Moyu after I land 

on the island?" 

 

"After you find him, how can you ask him to help?" 

 

Huang Lao shrugged and said: "This is your business, I just give you a clue." 

 

"In this world, apart from Jianzi Xianchen and Tianqi Supreme, the only one who can help you refine the 

Samsara Heavenly Sword is this Moyu." 

 

"The big battle is coming, and this is the last chance you may get." 

 

Ye Chen turned his eyes, pondered for a long time, finally gritted his teeth, and said, "Okay, I'll go to 

Tianxun Island!" 

 

... 

 

The procedures for exile on Skyscan Island are quite convenient. 

 

Huang Lao is one of the eight patriarchs of the Taoist sect. He spoke directly, saying that Ye Chen had 

made a mistake by stealing the origin. He decided to exile Ye Chen to Tianxun Island to reflect on it, and 

it was also to sharpen his mind before the Taoist Grand Competition. 

 

After receiving the news, Taoist Heavenly Punishment Hall immediately sent several deacons to take Ye 

Chen away, and flew towards Tianxun Island in a flying boat. 



 

It didn't take long for Ye Chen to be taken to Tianxun Island by the deacon of Tian Xing Hall. 

 

This Tianxun Island is located in a vast Sea of Stars. The island is quite large, with rainforests all over the 

island, trees towering into the sky, and the climate is hot and humid. 

 

Ye Chen felt the sweltering heat of the rainforest before landing on the flying boat. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, hehe, Lao Huang said he wanted to sharpen your mind, but he actually threw 

you to Tianxun Island. He wants you to die!" 

 

"This Tianxun Island is full of vicious criminals, and there are many powerful beings among them. They 

will not be restricted by the Heavenly Sword Oath. If you set foot on this island, it may be impossible to 

get out alive." 

 

"We will come to pick you up the day before the Grand Dao Contest starts, but we are afraid that you 

will be dead by then, haha!" 

 

"Go down and good luck!" 

 

The deacons of the Heavenly Punishment Hall pushed Ye Chen off the flying boat with gloating 

expressions on their faces. 

 

The existence of Tianxun Island is very long, and it can be traced back to the end of the Dharma-ending 

Era. 

 

In the long years, countless criminals were exiled to Tianxun Island, where they fought fiercely and 

fought endlessly. 

 

People die every day, and new criminals are sent in. 

 

Here, it can be said that it is one of the most chaotic places without time and space. 



 

Those people in Tian Xing Dian didn't think that Ye Chen could come out alive. 

 

Ye Chen flew down from the sky and landed in the rainforest of Tianxun Island. 

 

The rainforest is dense, and against the backdrop of towering trees, Ye Chen's figure looks extremely 

small. 

 

"This place does have a strong aura." 

 

Ye Chen looked around, with a serious face. 

 

Vaguely, he caught some powerful auras, far beyond the Divine Dao Realm, enough to crush him. 

 

If they were outside, those powerful beings would not dare to attack Ye Chen directly because they 

were afraid of the Heavenly Sword Oath and the revenge of the reincarnation camp. 

 

But on Tianxun Island, those criminals with strong cultivation bases and vicious crimes will have no 

scruples. 

 

"Old Man Huang has no reason to ask me to die. Did he secretly send someone to protect me?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes turned, but he didn't catch any aura of protection. 

 

Shaking his head, Ye Chen decided to take a short walk, completely restrained his breath, and walked 

cautiously in the rainforest. 

 

His spirit remained sharp, and he kept the word "Moyu" in his heart. 

 

If Mo Yu, the soldier-casting genius, was near him, he could catch the secret. 



 

Ye Chen communicated with the cemetery of reincarnation again, and asked the Poisonous Hand 

Medicine God, "Senior, have you ever heard of Mo Yu?" 

 

Poison Hand Medicine God shook his head and said: "I have never heard of it. I was killed by Hua Zu 

shortly after the end of the Dharma-ending Era. This Moyu should be a person who was born later, or he 

used some means to conceal his identity." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Really?" 

 

Even the God of Poisonous Hands and Medicine has never heard of Mo Yu, so if he wants to find the 

other party, he can only rely on Ye Chen himself. 

 

The environment in the rainforest is harsh, the air is humid and hot, there are terrible poisonous 

mosquitoes and insects everywhere, and the dead leaves on the ground are thickly piled up, emitting 

miasma. Once the miasma enters the body, it may cause a lot of trouble. 

 

Fortunately, Ye Chen's reincarnation source body has become very strong after awakening the totem of 

the rock, and the harsh environment of the rainforest on Tianxun Island did not have the slightest 

negative impact on him. 
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"He seems to be in this direction, tomb owner, you go to the other side, don't get close to him, or your 

breath and mine will be exposed." 

 

"He is definitely the most terrifying existence on this island!" 

 

Poison Hand Medicine God points to the north, where the "Devil's Right Hand" is, the most dangerous 

place. 

 



If Ye Chen didn't want to die, he absolutely couldn't go to the north. 

 

Seeing the dignified appearance of Poison Hand and Medicine God, Ye Chen also became vigilant, so he 

turned around and walked south. 

 

Not far away, Ye Chen heard a rush of help from behind: 

 

"Help, help! Little brother, help!" 

 

Ye Chen looked back, but saw a man running for his life with several herbs in his arms. 

 

Behind the man, there are several warriors with tough looks chasing after him. 

 

Those warriors were all dressed in black, and their right hands were surrounded by a layer of demon 

energy, shining with a jet-black light, very eye-catching. 

 


